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A B S T R A C T

This report discusses the design criteria necessary for the

fabrication of forms suitable to make and expand laminates of

sufficient shape and size so that upon post heating the expanded

laminate wojld .shrink to the exact contour of the sturap shape

being fitted Fifteen to twenty basic preforms would be necessary

to fit the uajcority of B.E. ramputees.

The porous laminate system was evaluated and found to be tnsatis-

tactory in that effective expansions of only 35% were obtaInable

whereas a minimum of 70%. wou.Ad be required to 'bake the system at

all feasible; in addition the physical properties of the laminates

were very poor.

Finally, the overall practicality of introducing the expansible-

shrinkable system into the limb industry is discussed. * "



1. 6 INTODUCTION

A program was initiated to elimin.ate the use of wet layups
in limb shops. This program consisted in the development of a series
of plastic preforms that could be ezpanded an4 then shrunk back to con-
form with an amputeels stump.

A series of preform shapes was designed based on data correlated
from the circumferential measurements of a series of fifteen below-elbow
stump models. The shapes designed from thcse data were conical in form.

Using these circumferential measurements it was calculated that
10 of the 15- stumps used for the design could be fitted with four pre-
form shapes. An expansion of 157. was estimated to be sufficient to fit
these 10 madels. Later work required the design of an additional shape.

Seveiý resins were evaluated in efforts to obtain a satisfactory
expansion - :,tem. ** The best system gave 30-357. expansion. Such a system
had a roorr temperature recovery of 7-87. and a 133 dog. centigrade re-
covery of ,,07.. This means that a laminate with an original diameter of
2.00" could be expanded to 2.70" and upon standing would recover to 2.65"
and upon heating would finally recover to 2.14". This would give an ef-
fective expansion of 24%.

This expansion should have been sufficient to fit 677. of the am-
putees if the basic assumptions .:ere correct, Unfortumately1 this was
not the case.

The basic idea that circumferential measurements would be adequate to
design preform shapes failed to take into accounit t!'e fact that many
stump cross sections are not circulars particulairJy as the distal end is
approached.

The maximum and minimum diameters at any cross section are more
important considerations than circumferqntial measurements as they more
closely represent the actual cross sectional contour.

To obtain propur fit, the unexpanded prefxrm for any given stump
must have all diameters less than the corresponding stump diameters. The
expanded preform must have all diameters greater than their corresponding
stump diameters. For the reasons cited above, a series of preform shapea
had to be designed taking into consideration both the maximum and minimum
diameters of the stump modals as measured by a series of parallel planes
passing through these stump models.

For the design of suitable preform shapes a series of 28 BE stump
models were measured and tracings maide of the perimeters of these models.

* APRL T.R. 5744
** APRL T.R. 5955 3
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These tracings were divided into several groups according to the
general shape of the (stump) models. Each group was further subdivided
into different sizes in order to cover the range of models in each group.

This report discusses the design of these preform shapes and the
expansion requiring to fit models in the particular groups.

II. PROCEDURE

Tracings were made of the maximum and minimum perimeters of 25 BE
stump models.

Diameter tmeasurements were made at one inch intervals from the distal
to proximal ends for both maximum and minimu perimeter tracings.

The per cent expansion required to expand from the minimum diameter
to the maximum diameter was determined at inch intervals from the disttl
to the proximal end. This was computed from the following equation:

E (--0 4Li i) X 100< x I 0
W-ere: E = per cent expansion

dl= minimum diameter

d2 = majirum diameter

The models were divided into 5 groups based on shape, size, and
maximum to minimum dinmeter ratio.

Average diameter measurements were calculated for each group. These
measurements were used to sketch a general shene flor each group. Then
using this general shape, a slimilar shaped con iur was drawn that would be
as small a- the smallest model of the group. It0 a siJ.Lar rur.ner a drawring
wass made so that the contour "ncluded the largect model of the group. These

shapes are whown in lVigures 1-5.

Using the smallest drawing as the preform shape and the largest
drawing as the expondcr shape the per cent expansion rcquired %yas calculated.

Based on these calculaticns, 1 to 3 intermediate shapes were designed
for each group. The expansions possible for each group were determined.
For t:he 3 shape group, 3 expansions were possible. For the 5 shape group
there were 10 possible expansions.

If the forms are designated as A, B, C for the 3 shape groups and
A, A1, B, BI, C for the 5 sh,--e groups the following combinations are
possible:
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3 Shape Group 5 Shape Group

A• B A Al
A-C A B
B C A B1

AC
AI4 B
Ali B1

In these exarples A is the smallest Alt C

and C is the largest. B ? B1
B C
BI.? C

The sketches of the stump models of each group were then matched
to find the shapes to be used for preforming and expanding that would
give minim.um expansion. This was done first fc:r the 3 shape group, then
the 5 shape group. After these matchings, the per cent expansion for each
matched sample was determined at 2 inch intervals from the- distal end. These
results are tabulated in the following section. Based on previous work with
expanstble systems, it was realized that the actual system would require
greater expansion to compensate for (1) room temperature recovery of the
expanded form and (2) total recovery (recoveri- after heatina-) which is
always less than 1007.. The actual eý.pan3ions that would be required were
based on 77. room temperature recovery and 300% total recovery.

This means that the stump model to be fitted rust always be at
least 77. smaller than the expander or 207. larger than the preform,
(umexpanded laminate). This would require either a greater number t pre-
forms or greater expansions.

After determining the required expansions necessary to fit the stump
models of thic control Srour. (Sroup used to def.Ign .. shay..,,) a second,
or test group, , typ,!.cal -B2- stump models were -, easu.c'd anJ e.he required
expansion.- -,;ere- ealc-j.'.ted. ,

A ieries of epoxy laminate expansions was carried out to determine
the maxitmu expansion obtainable with available systems. Th1ese expanded
laminates ,7ere checked for shelf stability then reher':ed tiý determine total
recovery.

The basic resin systm used for these expansions was:

ERL 2795* ** - 65 g.
Versamid 140 - 35 g.
Trichloroethyilene - 43 g.
Pigment - 1 g.

* Union Carbide Chemical Co.
*• Gehteral Mills
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III. RESULTS

Part A TABLI I

Controls: Group I

Stum- ' Per Cant Expansion Distance from
Model Fabricator Expander Distal End (Inches)

2 4 6

D A C 69 65 64
X1 A B 34 35 36
H A C 59 65 64

la this group it can be seen that the greatest expansion occurs
at the distal end, an area where good fit is essential, thus making it
extremely izrortant to develop a highly expansible resin system.

With two additional shapes (A1 B'), the a.•ove models could be expanded
as followz:

TABLE II

D At C A5 33 40
XI A B 34 35 36
H At B? 28 22 27

TABLE III

Controls: Crouvi II

Major Axis .,Minor Axis
21" 411 6 2" 41 6"

XIII A C 62 50 48 79 62 56
IX C " 0t it i, 11 of

VI C o to 1 It it
I A L 30 28 27 40 34 30
E A B " it " " "
M ~ A " ,, .

XVII A C 60 50 43 79 62 56
F A C ' - U I: I I
C A C , , , ,
B A C ' " " " " "
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If two additional Shapes (A' BI) are made the following expansions
would be required:

Expansion 7.
Model Fabricator Expander Maor Axis Mfinor A:is

211 411 611 2" 4#k 611
XIII A B' 46 4/- 3C 5- 51 43
IX AK Bt 28 27 22 33 23 20
VI A' C 41 37 30 41 33 30
I A B 30 23 27 40 34 30
E A B II 11 1" "1 "1
III A B 1 '! is 1I 11 |I

XVII A B? 46 43 3 59 51 43
F B' 28 27 22 33 23 22
C I, BI II " I'
B A' B' I 5' 25 "2 "

TMBLE IV

Control: Group IIIA

XVIII A C 46 54 60 37 42 43
XIX A C
X A C " 2 " " "
IV AIC " " 2 " "

TABLE V

Control: Group IIIB

XX A C 62 100 83 25 23 31
XV B C 23 29 24 10 12 14
XIV C 62 100 33 25 28 31

TABLE VI

Control: Group IV

Vill A C 34 73 50 90 71 61
XVI A B 30 39 32 45 37 32
V A B " " " " " "
G A B " " " " "

With an additional Shape (A') the following expansion would be obtained:

VIII A' C 52 43 35 50 46 46

7
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1r't B - Test Grou4

To test the ad&quscy of the Shape designs, tracings of a test
group of stump models were obtained. These tracings were then matched to
the Shape groups and the per cent expansion was calculated.

TABLE VII
7. Expansion

Model G Fabricator Expandc _" Minor Axis 14a-jor Axis

2" 411 6" 211 41"

1 IV A C 34 73 5U 90 71 61

2 IliA A C 45 54 60 37 42 43
3 A B 4034 - 30 2 -

4 II A C 79 62 56 52 50 48

5 IV A C 4 73 53 90 71 61
6 II B C 23 21 - 25 19 -

7 No group, smaller than size A, Group II
0 I A C 69 35 64 - - -

0 I A B' 52 52 5? - - -

9 Ih C ., 65 64
10 II A C 6 50 43 79 32 56

10 II A B' 45 39 39 59 49 42
11 IV A C 90 71 61 34 73 58
12 IV A C " 1? i f

II IV A C i o

5 111IP B C 62 100 83 25 20 31
From the above table it may be seen that 12 out o- 13 models could be

fitted with these model Shapes designed. This would indicate that the design
criteria for these Shapes were adequate. A comparison of the group break
down of controls vs. test is recorded in the next tcblc.

TABLE VIII

Group Number in Gru Per Cnnt i-a Grow
Control Test Control Test

1 3 3 12.5 10.7
II 1.0 3 4'! .7 31.2
liA 4 1 l- ,7 6.3
11 B 3 1 12.5 6.3

IV 4 5 .3.71 31.2
0 1 0 6.3

Considering the small sampli size in the test group the correlation
between Test and Control is juite good.

If we consider that bo:2'i Control and Test groups sre typical of B.E.
models, then fcr further discassion they will be grouped together, and
furthermore, models that fit into two groups will be given appropriate weight.
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Mext is a tabuistion of the per cent expansion required to fit the
amputee population represented by this group.

Amutee Powulgtlon Pitted:

TABLE IX

3S3-sAPE GROUP 5 0PW GROUP
No. Covered 7. Covered - No. Covered %7 Covered

7. Expans.on Diff. Cumul, Diff. Cumul Nlff. Cumul. Diff. C•u

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 2 2 5 5 3 3 7.5 7.5

40 5 7 12,3 17.5 9 12 22.5 30

50 3 10 7.5 25 6 10 15 45

60 5 15 12.5 37.5 9 27 22.5 67.5

70 5 20 12.5 50 2 29 5 72,1

s0 10 30 25 75 2 31 5 77..,

90 6 36 15 90 5 36 12.5 90

100 3 39 7.5 97.5 3 39 7.5 97.5

From this table it can be seen that if 3 Shapes/Group are used a
laminate expansion of 70% is necessary if only 50% of the cases are to
be covered. If 907% are to be covered, an expansion of 50% wot.u. be
necessary. If a 5-Shape Group are used, 70% expansion -ould cover
72.57. of the cases. But even with the 5 Shapes it would take 907. e-
pansion to cover 907. of the cases.

P9rt C. - Rosin SvtM

From an analysis of the data discussed in Parts A & B, it is ob-
vious that 75 to 1007. expansion is necessary. Previous work indicated
that the expansion of the regular epoxy laminates was limited to 30-35%
therefore, it van decided to investigate porous epoxy systems in the
belief that the Mstria of such a system wou? I allow greeter expansin.

The results of this investigation are recorded in the following
table.



TABLE X

Initial Expan-ion
Stockinet %/

Designation Layers Width 2" 3" 4" 6"
164 3 21-" - 54 -

174 3 2½ 65 - 56 48

70-2 3 ik 44 - 4u 37

09-2 3 2) 40 - 37 32

82-2 3 3 48 - 45 38

b4-2 3 3 48 - 41 35

76-2 5 3 45 - 39 34

166 3 2½ - 67 - 49

176 3 2½ 76 - 64 43

168 3 2½ - 44 - 37

178 3 2½ 53 - 45 V

184 3 2½ 52 - 45 39

180 3 2k 39 - 36 32

182 3 2k 40 - 35 31

186 3 2½ 41 - 36 34

69-3 3 2½ 37 - 38 34

70-3 3 3 11 35 - 32 31

82-3 3 3 38 - 35 33

84-3 3 3 41 - 35 35
159-2 3 2k - 27 - 27

170-2 3 3 - 30 - 26

172-3 3 3 - 25 - ?4

76-3 5 3 39 - 37 37
a 6-3 3 3 62 - 56 '.



*In this forwulation 10 -ýartus of E?, L 2795- wereý
d with 12-3 in an effort to make the system mrorei

f lexible.

, elf (ROOM Temp.) Final recovery
, -covaery % After Keatin; 7

3 "f 4 " 6 "1 '1 "1 4 " 6 11

82 - 80

?J - 77 72

1 0 14

_ S 13

.5 9

9 9

Tore at End 75 - 75

Tore upon Expan~sion

-68 - 74

G2 - 71 74

17 17

76 - 77 77

2 27 36

-18 17

-17 17

-20 23

- ~5

-5 13
1 00 1 00

- 93 - 07

- m• - 8

- 0.10
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Coiparing laminates 166, 174,1'-4,176 it may be concluded thnt
the maximum expansion possible with this system is in the neighborhood
ef 707.. It should be noted that 1oth laminateb 166 and 176 were torn
upon expansion.

When the expanded l=ir2.tes were measured after several days, there
was a noticeable amount of shrinkage, in one case as high as 367.. Per cent
shrinkage or shelf recovery was calculated by dividing the amount of
circumferential shrinkage by the circumferential expansion. Comparing
various laminates it appears that the shelf recovery is independent of
the stockinet size used and must therefore be dependent primarily on the
resin system.

As the shelf recovery of the laminates appears independent of the
per cent expansion than an averaging of the recovery of all the laminates
is justified. The average is 107. at 2"s 137. at 4", and 151 at 6". These
measurements are from the distal end. The final recovery upon heating wras
calculated by dividing the amount of circumferential shrinkage after
beating by the circumferential expansion. The average final recovery %:as
757.. This figure is for laminates expanded more than 30%. Those ex-
panded less than 30% have a higher per cent recovery, about 90%.

To det."-mle the effective expansion, tht init.icl expansf-z',, shelf
recovery, and final recovery must be considered. T:.':o for e-r'quap c a
typical larn't,ate with a circumferential mUsur(wn-t of W•" at 2" f,.om the
dis.tal end. If it is expanded 65% its expanded circw,.!erence will be
26.4", then upon standing for a fow days it %.,ill shrink 10% giving a cir-
cum-arenca of 25.4". After final heating it will recover 75% or to a
final circumference of 18.6". Therefore, from a practical standpoint the
laminate can Le expanded froml'.6" to 25.4" which is an effective expansion
of 36.67• which is considerably less than the theoretical expMansion of 65%.

Taking this figure of 3Ta and comparing it wtith Tabl VIE It can be
seen that only 17,5. of the t,';iutee imiud be cc,l..red %,: th t',- 3 shnpes/
group or 307. if 5 shapos/8rc.,, ware used. As an init-krl ex-,,:'-;ion of 63%
was the highest obtsini.'le, it is of little value to concidor twhat the
effective axpansions of lesser percentages would be, undoubtedly they
would be considerably less than the initial expansions.

Quantitati.ve physical properties of the laminatci were not obtained,
however qualitative observatý..ns were made. The impac'. str#-,,-,ths of the
laminates after recovery wern extremely low. Tae lam!natea could be com-
pletely collapsed by very littl pro.mwe. Ib fact several of the laminates
were already misshapened after recovery. ki0 rl.'9- 4 -o em •-L-- oq towards
the longitudinal axis caused Aplemdnation In several cases.

IV. GENERAL DUCUSSI(C

From the a!)ove results several things are obvious; 1, Mhe ltmits of

the present resin system have been reached, 2) a large number of a.•ainatine,

and expanding frrms are necessary to cover a limited number of am,.utee

cases, 3) effecLve expansion is much lower than apparent (initial) expansion
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and 4) fabrication of the oxpansion forms would bo quite coplex.

The limits of the rosin systam of 40% effective expansion present
problems of mauor considorations* To make this project feasible at all
it would be desirable to be O'le to fit at leoat 75Y of the BE amputeo
populatJon. To fit 75% of the amputes would require an effective ox-
pansion of WO%. To obtain this effective expansion ,Muld require an
Initial expansion of at locit 110%. This fig-ure is boaed on 90%. recovery
after heatinp and 57% room tceerature recovery. Those fi3urca are can-
oLderably better than those actually found. This meons a resin systfU
must bo found that has tLcc the expansion of tIh present system# It Is
possibla that various axtondors, flaxibilizers, etc, miGht be incorporated
into the system to Improve the expansion slightly. H•iowevr, such
modifiers would lower the physical characteristics of the l-mintaes even

belot the presently unacceptable level. In addition to do,.lopins an
eltiroly new resin system, noty stocLinets imuld have to bc -jbtalnod that
vould have j;reator flexibility. This latter problem could undoubtedly be
overcomem

s4nother J coa i•deration is the number of preform. or expoaders
necessary. A minlmum of 15-20 only cover the BE aauteo population and
P: la quettionable as to how representative ',-.r t. it•-..s roe..setd.
"!', must also be rcmwbored that these praforrs arc -, i-y for tLl, '-naw
sockets,, and .additLonal series wouid be nocesws7 f.,'" L•h outct" A•0VWTWa

If lie could assume that one bhal ao awy foged-M pre'•orM Woul
be requizczd this vould nan a total of 25-30 foa. If we next assume
that the .strcnth of the expanded liaatss is adequatep a fact not In
evidonce, a limb shop would have to stock Sat numbors of those laMM.ato5
to have them available to fit any Sivasnuputoe. Iuith 3 Caucasian sbadoi
and 3 eorgo shr.des a LJUb shop would have to stock ?0-3W) •.euit. ttos to
?%acv just a duplicat.e set@ "hIA& J3 obviously c ;vir:ta1

As the iiAtLLr, puxposs of thi project was to elL2'nati imt
layups, this is not aocopplisbed as only 75? of U aputoe would be
cu-.otcd To eliminate 75% of all wet layups would require stocking over
a thousand iaminatas which, even it possible# would bo absurd

Flaall..q the .74%pcs o: the proform-oexpdore n, a s%:'* thet thoir
fr-hrLcati.m -:n ie.d be -.- ontLAIy hand modoleds thou -" it,€ %,"-'.h ma-cht
injlvcv cor~siO..'?:zblO -aýt.

V. CONCLUS~IONS

Based on the above discussion, wo concludo that the dovolonment cf
cxpamsible sockoet appears to be impractical with the preacnt r$:Ln ftl,•o•
9yatcmw tried,

-12-
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